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A Word from the Editors
Dear Readers,
By now there are thousands of literary e‐zines. Perhaps the main impact of
this explosion has been accessibility – the paying market for literary prose and
verse has always been so tiny that traditional forms of publication have been
restricted. Painfully so.
But with the coming of the Internet, poems, short prose and even
novels are being published all over cyberspace, posted on message boards,
delivered by email and stored in databases in unprecedented quantities. With
the growth of blogging, virtual reading groups and writers’ workshops have
increased beyond measure. If literature has any value at all, this accessibility
can only be good.
And the impact has been greater than that. In response to the potential
of the new media, new kinds of writers are emerging; nomadic wordsmiths
whose reach is unbounded, experimentalists who have found ways of
generating meaning that Coleridge and the Beats might have been able to
imagine but could never implement. Try posting your latest poem on your
website and submitting the URL to Shredder 1.0. Did you realise how
narrowly your imagination is blinkered by your browser? By altering the
HTML code before the browser reads it, Shredder 1.0 will appropriate your
work and convert it to a parallel actuality. Content will become openness.
Your text will become a kind of hyper‐reflexivity, a thing‐perceived‐within‐a‐
perception‐reflected‐upon.
Where does FGtS locate itself within the new publishing order? The
creative writers of the University of Glasgow tend to remain doggedly in the
mainstream. No concrete poetry has been submitted during the present
editors’ tenure, despite dedicating our title to Edwin Morgan. The short prose
sent in for our consideration, deep and crisp as it may be, is mostly situated in
a universe which would have been familiar to James Boswell. But at least
From Glasgow to Saturn is accessible. Since November 2010, the website has
received 11,000 visits and we have 216 regular subscribers. And it’s all free.
Here’s the editors’ latest selection, dear friends. This time, there’s a
predominance of poetry.
With good wishes,
Alan Gillespie, Nick Boreham and Sheila Millar
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Two Poems
by Sophia Platts‐Palmer
Home
My house a tiny muddle
Held together by duck tape and Blue Tac.
Boyfriends of mine barely fit under the low ceilings
Under the mess of people
Like a bird’s nest.
Me and my brother call it our high‐rise hideaway.
It’s our cloudy escape from suburbia.
I condemn my house and its pint sized rooms
In every argument.
But to move out, away from the mismatching walls
Patchwork (stained) carpets, my dad’s artwork
Would, for reasons I can barely fathom, cause my heart to break.
I wouldn’t survive long in a barren Ikea furnished environment.
So when I finally settle
Past university, marry; mid twenties, no kids before thirty
I’ll be nestled away among the clouds again
– In London
In a Sellotaped house.
Shellshocked
The doctor holds up a piece of card,
A Rorschach, I think that’s what it’s called.
A splat of red on white.
He asks me to look at it, think hard,
What do you see? he asks,
I laugh,
I see brains against a wall, I remark.
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Three Poems
by Patrick Holloway
Four
We are 3 brothers and
One
Sister. We are
Strangers; too busy
Trying to get on to
Actually get
On. We are a
Shadow of a
Family portrait that
Hangs
In a house; once
A home.
‘Jas, how are you?’

She means ‐ ‘Jas, who are you?’

‘I’m good, I’m good.’

I mean ‐ ‘This is awkward.’

One makes up stories
To make 3 laugh.
One is happy with
His life and makes
Sure 3 know it.
One cannot talk about
Anything but one and
One’s work.
One sits in a café writing
About 3 while 3 visit
The Tate Modern.
‘Hey where are you?’

I mean ‐ ‘I don’t think I’m going to come.’

‘At St. Paul’s, meet us there?’

He means ‐ ‘If you come you come.’

One sits drinking red wine,
Feeling shit about the way
Things have gone
And will go.
One thinks of his
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Friends; his family,
While 3 look upon a
Memory they will
Forget.
Apple
I remember you
dropping
a slice of an
apple
to the
floor.
You
bent
over
like folded paper
to pick it up.
I winced as you
ate it while
mum rinsed the
dishes of disappointment.
ʹWaste not want not.ʹ
I threw half an apple
in the bin the other
day without thinking.
The bin was empty
and I reached
through dark to
pick up the fallen
moon.
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I ate it all and
Iʹm sure I tasted
exactly what you
did. This grit. I
let it sit upon
my tongue like
a fully formed
memory.
Starfucks
It is long hours and green aprons.
It is venti, skinny, extra‐shot, extra‐caramel
turned
over,
caramel macchiatos.
To sit in but in a paper cup.
It is a fat manager who takes it
out on me because she will always be alone and will
never
leave fucking stars.
It is looking forward to a thirty‐minute
break. It is smoking a cigarette knowing
I only have 6 out of 30 left. It is the people that I see.
It is the guy with the scraggly beard who swipes his card,
flicking his wrist at the end as if heʹs just accomplished
something great.
It is the woman who must live alone, who maybe holds
ice cubes for far too long.
It is the nice old man with the cartoon face who always
has a filter coffee with no fuss.
It is the faces of the boys who walk in skinny‐jeans,
not knowing that they are not, and never were, cool.
It is the queue of people with faces like thumbs.
It is blonde‐haired Americans who forget that they are
not any more in America.
6

It is everything I hate on a Sunday morning.
It is missing the X Factor on a Sunday night.
It is me, cranky and pissed off and forgetful of who I am.
It is not worth it.
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...and however
by Josi‐Mari Zendoia
Translated from Basque
Sat down on the floor,
cross‐legged,
making emptiness in my mind.
Remembrances vanish
and I delete the harvests
that years left to me,
neither thoughts nor distractions,
I forget, in this summer hot afternoon,
what for me you were,
and I put even the littlest mark of you
out from my memory,
say goodbye, two fugitive kisses
and your whole soul escaping,
sad and downcast.
Sat down on the floor,
cross‐legged,
making emptiness in my mind,
and however...
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The Book
by Katy Ewing
He looked in the window of the British Heart Foundation shop, controlling
his thoughts as he had learned. The vivid images of his probable humiliation
jumped into place as usual, followed by the matching words.
I’ll go bright red. I won’t know what to say. I’ll sweat. They’ll think I’m
stupid.
And as usual, Tom replaced them.
Just relax. Everyone feels nervous sometimes. Focus on the other
person.
It had started that morning. He’d looked everywhere. There weren’t
that many places to look these days. By the time he’d picked up the phone for
help, the flat looked burgled. He’d gazed out across the dark sandstone and
grey slate town. Ring ring. Ring ring. Come on, pick up. “Mum?”
“Tom, how’s it going?”
“Fine, mum. Listen, did you see an envelope with my name on it here
last week?” Silence. “Mum?” Tom turned from the window, eyes to the floor.
“I’m not being funny son, but we saw an awful lot of stuff last week. It
took me and your dad till the weekend to recover, you know.”
He felt the heat rise to his face. He owed them so much. “I’m sorry. Are
you both okay?”
“Yes, we’re fine love. We’re so pleased you’re getting over
your…problem, you know?”
He knew his parents were embarrassed by him. He was embarrassed.
To still have them feeling responsible for him when he was nearly thirty ‐
well, it shouldn’t be like that. “Thanks mum, I really appreciate everything…”
“I know love.” She sounded sorry. “So what was this envelope like? I
doubt we’d have noticed mind you; we took four bin liners of paper away.
Your dad was just shovelling it in by the end.”
“What? Oh no, it should have been somewhere safe, it wasn’t in
amongst…well, the mess.” And then it came to him. “Oh shit.”
Reading on the toilet, he’d needed a bookmark. The envelope had been
the only thing to hand. “Mum, what happened to the boxes of books?”
“Well, we took them to the charity shop on Monday…”
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And so he’d had to go there, had to try. A year ago this would have
been impossible. Now, he could convince himself nothing terrible would
happen. He’d been following the book’s advice for months; it had almost
become habit.
He knew this shop well, used to come here with Lucy. She’d buy
clothes, he’d browse the books and CDs. He’d seen her a couple of times since
the break‐up. Around town with Gary and the baby. He didn’t hate them any
more ‐ it’d been nearly three years. But he still changed direction to avoid
them.
So he took a deep breath, here goes, and strode in.
The plan was to head for the books. He would check first. He weaved
between rails packed with ladies clothes. Past a buggy containing a red‐faced,
snotty toddler wailing for her mother’s attention. He edged round a slow‐
moving old lady, wrapped up against the cold damp day. She wheezed and
muttered. The unmistakable smell of piss reminded Tom of warm winter
primary school.
At last, the crammed bookshelves. He angled his head and began to
scan.
“YES PLEASE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, RAFFLE TICKETS FOR
SALE AT THE FRONT DESK, THANK YOU.”
Tom remembered this woman with her ‘roll‐up, roll‐up’ tones from
previous visits. She only seemed to have one volume, whether she was
addressing all customers or speaking one‐to‐one with a colleague. She moved
from rail to rail, re‐arranging stock and randomly issuing loud statements.
“GEORGE, CAN YOU TELL UPSTAIRS TO STOP SCRAPING THE
BARREL PLEASE, THIS LAST LOT’S RUBBISH.”
Tom’s eyes skipped past the inevitable corny romances and celebrity
autobiographies, to the more manly titles. The non‐fiction shelf had proved
fruitless; he’d checked twice. But here, surely, were some of his. A couple of
Brookmyres. Several Iain M. Banks’. They’d been hard to part with, but he’d
had to be ruthless. Damn it. Here were his Gaimans and Holdstocks. This was
definitely his stuff. It must’ve been sold.
Still, I should ask. It’s good practice.
So before he could change his mind, he strode over to the woman. He
looked down at her, tried to make eye contact.
“Em, excuse me?” Sweat began to prickle. Focus on the other person.
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“YES DEAR.” She didn’t look up, just kept clinking hangers on rails,
re‐arranging brown suit jackets. No smile, no emotion.
“I ‐ I’m looking for a book that was handed in on Monday, I think. It
doesn’t seem to be on the shelves. It’s…”
“IF IT’S NOT ON THE SHELVES, IT MUST HAVE BEEN SOLD,
DEAR.”
“Oh.”
“SORRY DEAR. YES MADAM?” The old woman had sidled over with
a mumbled query about a duvet cover. Tom realised the conversation was
over.
Now came the post mortem. This was the hardest part to stop. He
would re‐live the embarrassment, see the situation repeated ‐ himself the
reluctant star; the fool.
I always make myself look stupid. Can’t do anything right.
He walked back to the flat, eyes fixed to the pavement, coat collar
pulled up high.
Well, that was that. He’d just wanted to do something nice for his
parents. Give something back. They’d always been there for him, done their
best.
When he was six and too scared to go to school, his mum had gone in
and talked to his teacher; explained that Tom was a very sensitive wee boy
and needed gentle handling. He loved her for trying, but it had made things
worse for a while. He felt like everyone knew.
He looked up to dart across the busy road.
He’d always felt different; on the outside, looking in. At high school,
when his friends had abandoned him for being too quiet, he’d tried to become
invisible at break times. He’d stand against the fence and disappear. Watch
the heaving, jostling teenage world slip by.
And then in fourth year he’d met Lucy. He could still see her
approaching him that first time in the crowded canteen with a smile, asking
“Can I sit here?” He was sure it was a joke or a dare, but they got talking and
found they both liked the same bands. She made him sweat and stutter, but
he could talk to her. She told him he was cute, asked if he wanted to meet up
after school. She prised him out of his house at weekends and evenings; took
him to hang out at the ice‐rink or the park; introduced him to her friends.
After a while he could almost relax enough to feel included.
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It had come as a shock the first time he noticed himself conversing
without stress.
“You going to see George’s band on Friday, Tom?” Mark had offered
his Marlboros round, stuffed them back into his jeans pocket.
“Em, yeah, I think so.” Tom looked at Lucy, raised his eyebrows. She
smiled back.
“Yeah, the last gig was brilliant.” She pulled out her lighter, chucked it to
Mark.
Walking home she’d said “You don’t need me as much as you think,
you know. They all really like you. I like you.”
When they finally kissed, his blushes had dissolved. He felt like a man,
felt strong for the first time. She giggled, “You’re not even really shy, Tom
Black, I think it was all a plan to seduce me.”
They both got into the same college after fifth year and moved in
together. Over the years, his confidence had grown. They built routines
together; made a life. Then one evening while massaging her shoulders, he
felt them shake, heard her holding back sobs, turned her round to see her wet
face. “Oh Tom, I’m so sorry. I didn’t know how to tell you. It’s not working
any more.”
She left and he was crushed. After ten years of increasing normality,
his old doubts came crashing back in. He hardly left the flat, cut off everyone
except his parents and stopped caring. The flat built up dirt and clutter. In the
end he could only use tiny areas.
He found the book six months ago under Lucy’s old magazines. The
title had seemed to speak directly to him: Overcoming Social Anxiety and
Shyness. He’d flicked through it and hadn’t put it down for hours. Every day
since, he’d worked at it; deliberately risking humiliation as the book advised,
showing himself his fears were unjustified; retraining his thoughts.
This time, he’d done it for himself. He had a part time job now ‐ just
washing dishes in a restaurant, but it was a start. Life had begun again, he
could feel it.
Back on his own street, his pace quickened. Better get back and trawl
the net for a new present for mum and dad. Think positive.
As he crossed the main doorway, he heard footsteps on the stairs. His
stomach fluttered. He lived on the top floor and the tapping steps kept on
going up. Curious, Tom took the steps two at a time. He heard his doorbell
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ring as he rounded the last corner. A figure stood there, her back to him,
shifting her weight from one booted foot to the other.
“Em, are you looking for me?” Tom reached the top step and the girl
swung round to face him. She was like a rabbit in the headlights. Dwarfed by
her winter coat and scarf, she seemed to shrink back from him. Her face had
flushed a violent deep red and she tried to hide behind her long dark fringe.
“I…I’ve got…I mean, are you Tom Black? I think I’ve got your tickets.”
“My tickets?” He looked down at her hands and saw that she was
clutching his envelope.
“They were in a book I bought and your name and address were on the
envelope, but I didn’t want to post them because the concert’s tomorrow and I
thought you might not get them on time…” Her words tumbled out, quieter
all the time, dwindling to nothing. Her colour deepened, but she managed to
look at Tom for a few seconds and smile before hiding again.
Tom grinned. The social anxiety book. It must have been so hard for
her to come. He couldn’t stop looking at her. He felt his face grow hot, his
palms start sweating.

“Thank you so much, I never thought I’d see these

again.”
Take a risk. “Could I take you for a coffee? Em, as a thank you.” He felt
her hesitation, stooped a little to meet her eyes. “Have you started the book? I
could give you some tips…”
She peeped out from under her hair, smiled back and nodded.
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Three Poems
by Evangelia Daskalaki
III
How must we measure Strength?
Our divine inner passion to succeed.
Our overwhelming courage, as the music of words
are lulled in the spark of darkness.
Weakness fades in obscurity
as the soul finally empowers our burning entities.
Hushed in silence I only see a glow.
The brightest glow that almost mimics
the sun’s warm divinity.
Strength is fuelled by the Soul
and driven by the blind Heart.
Attempt to Perfect
Perfection is true,
until it ceases to exist in your heart.
It must be the sweetest illusion
known to man.
The idea of it seems so luring
yet so deceiving at the same time.
Such an impossible quest into the
known unknown.
Controversies
Just behind the willow tree
a little bit beyond the rabbit hole
I see a child
staring up endlessly into the sky.
“Why” I ask, “are You looking up
14

when there is nothing there
but an unresolved puzzle?”
The child responds:
“There is more harmony in the unknown,
than where you think
you understand.”
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Three Poems
by Marise Morse
All That Blue
Cakes pile high, warm from the oven.
A glow on the red and yellow clock ticking the wrong time, again
on the clock wall.
Men make women messy.
There is a blue in their eyes.
The fright in blue eyes
of a gagged mouth.
Moving wildfires.
I wonder.
If men are not dots
what is that swimming
in the midst of all that blue?
Glasgow
Late autumn of an afternoon
a strange new city.
We embrace,
marvel at the fortune chance
has thrown our way.
Stepping quickly
in search of warmth
we pass through narrow arches.
A calamity of streets.
Our stories fold, unfold.
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With unquenched thirst, we crane
our profiles burnished, lilt
so close, I glimpse my age
in finely tethered lines etching
a softly wizened mask of matter, care.
Spilling coins to settle our account
we find our pockets slyly deepened.
Outdoors, buffeted by winds
our hands our faces laugh out loud.
A mad capped figure
perches high
above George Square.
I discover love of wonder
drink in breezes, river blushes past.
Gentle lobe of earthbound sky
bends near.
My lips, a secret fascination for your heart.
Perhaps too, another quiet love
skirts age old columns, disassembling.
The hours turn.
By the station gates
I splay my hand, a gentle throb
on cratered surface
one of many sandstone blocks
pulse of currents, rushing.
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Wild Grey Combs
Earth without seeing
borrows her eyes
from the sea.
Black pools
bound by immovable muscles of rock
reflect on the immensity
always looking down.
Pocketfuls of looking glass surprise me.
A peregrination
of green swells of land, where
wild grey combs of wind and sea
stroke a broad round back.
An old grey woman lies here
burdened by the sun
reaching into long green tresses
bleaching her reeds.
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Two Poems
by Mark Fraser
The Trumpets
Clocks stopped; then white static breathed into a roar,
Night exploded into artificial daylight.
As the air dispersed, the windows turned into sand,
ending in darkness, shadows slung up against walls.
Then an almighty din, like the cleansing of sins
When glass and debris flooded the pavements and streets,
Flocking to seven churches, a thousand men deep.
Buildings split in two – it was the last thing ever seen
By tired eyes, old and new. (If they were awake).
Memories, some physical, were never seen again
Metal and dust and bairns aplenty were soaring, slowly,
Like time lapsed photos living outside of frames,
Or like the trumpets set to call out at the end of days.
The distance they covered, it couldn’t half pass for rain.
And for the first time in over a thousand years,
Silence. Electrical things didn’t move, blink or click.
The TVs broadcast pure static, the radios dead air,
Telecommunications broken, airwaves dead.
For the first time there was no stress, no rush ‐ just stillness.
But nothing came; no help, just dark clouds overhead,
Like the Revelations writ large in a grey sky.
All the phones were dead, the media life support left “on”,
Leaders dumbfounded by a gallus act of war.
‘Infiltration!’ one screamed, promoting response.
‘Divine intervention!’ another said it was.
But the country was smashed, the reaction never came.
Instead they stood looking at the fissures of flame
Gaping into the void where a city once stood.
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The white light that bathed a city, scarred a nation,
Scarring the framework of a whole population.
The classes have fallen, now no longer defined
Divisions forgotten North and South of the Clyde.
The clanjamfrie is freed, all clans now expired,
Pride of place in urban society, refined.
Not even Saint Peter can help to deny them.
Help never came in the end, as dust engulfed the rammy,
No one to assist in guiding shadows from walls.
The regular inner city concrete struggle became
A labyrinth of twisted bones, bricks and memory.
Locked in a sigh, the city faded into the darkness,
Harkening back to an uncouth time long since gone
Or perhaps the coming of heaven, long since lost.
Dreich
Always the same, the Glasgow rain,
Viewed under a grotesque grey sky.
My window pane, forever stained
Through wind carried water and rust,
From a watercolour horizon.
With a grimace, a brolly donned,
And into the street we go as
A bus splashes over a pothole
And my legs are soaked right through.
Even my socks, my toes and shoes.
It puts a dampener on your day,
So it does, when a bus rattles past
Submerging your whole lower half.
Now I’m downtrodden and drenched
In a dirty drink.
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Phone Contract
by George Anderson
Robert keeps naked pictures of her on his phone.
She asks only that her face is not visible.
It remains unspoken but they both understand: Their relationship will
not last, and she doesn’t trust him to keep the pictures to himself.
He goes on a stag weekend to Amsterdam. One of the other men pays
for a girl in the red light district, and finds the only thing you can’t do with a
window prostitute is kiss. Everything else has its price, but this simplest act of
affection is not for sale. It would disturb her makeup, and putting it right is
more trouble than a kiss is worth.
The phone pictures are like that, he thinks. I can have everything but her
face. Everything but who she is. But that’s OK.
After he takes a photograph she checks how it looks, and makes him
punch it away if it is unflattering.
Sometimes, without her knowledge, he takes them when she is asleep.
But although she is just as exposed as when she poses, the results are never
satisfying.
Once, to surprise him, she sends a shot she has taken herself. Although
she arranges herself provocatively, that doesn’t do it for him either.
And Melanie wonders if they will ever actually make love.
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Three Poems
by Jenny Kanellopoulou
The woman in the subway
There is a woman in the subway.
I haven’t seen her but I know she exists because she collects all the used
tickets I leave behind me on purpose.
I suspect she lives somewhere between lines one and two. I am not sure
though.
One time I saw her shadow reflecting on the floor by the exit.
She follows the passengers until they reach the stairs but then I guess the light
makes her flinch.
So she quickly withdraws to the dark, to safety. To her harbour.
One other time I left a new ticket next to my usual used one.
I was curious whether she would collect them both.
Even more curious to see what she would do with them.
I was lurking behind the automatic ticket machine.
Would she appear?
I thought I saw her eventually approaching in a fast pace.
I couldn’t tell it was her, as she was moving along with the crowd.
One man, one woman with a child, an old couple, a family…
I lost her at some point.
But when I returned to check, both tickets were missing.
Where did she go?
Whom did she follow?
They say that when you feel a presence you have to make yourself
approachable and friendly.
That’s what I read at least.
So I try to play along with all the stereotypes that would probably make my
day more interesting and provide me with an entertaining, perhaps a little bit
scary story to tell my friends when we gather at the pub.
I am so sorry my endeavour seems unachievable at the moment.
I feel like I am hunting ghosts. Or the big white yeti.
If I could capture her and let the world know she exists I could break the local
news.
What is her story?
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Does she have any family?
Does she want to talk?
She will have to, sooner or later.
Tomorrow I will be here again.
Only this time earlier.
I will leave a note by my tickets and request a meeting.
Politely. At a specific station, at a specific time.
If she accepts, my note will be gone. So I will know.
If not, she will leave it right there and just use the tickets.
I am excited.

...still my note stands alone by the automatic ticket machine.
By the exit. The same exit a thousand people use daily to leave (or enter) the
station.
People that walk looking down on the floor or stare at the void getting lost in
oblivion.
No one has noticed that there is something written there, when they purchase
their tickets and quickly move on.
The woman is gone.
But I am still lurking. Travelling from station to station to find her.
I hold the used tickets I find firmly in my palm.
Have you seen me?
Untitled me
I am the Queen of the world in a sewer.
Penniless yet fierce.
Attractive yet drowning in guilt.
Sometimes I bow in front of the mirror.
“Oh hail! Hail to me”.
I am the Queen of my head on a plate.
Sinful yet naïve.
Resentful yet full of compassion.
Sometimes I cry myself to sleep.
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and wish – I wish that no one could see.
I am the Queen of the world in a cupboard.
Excessive yet restrained.
Caring yet filled with hatred.
Sometimes I laugh at my ugly reflection
and let my beast devour me.
Untitled. Too.
There is a boy in my life called (Davie) (Ronnie) (Phil)
I think he is handsome (munificent) (exquisite)
He is so perfect he could be me.
I know I love him because I said so.
And he said he loved me back.
I know love when I see it.
I can smell chocolate and flowers in the dark.
There is some joy in my life called (passion) (lust) (regret)
It makes my world progress (regress) (perish)
My life is happy and carefree.
I know I’m alive because I’m breathing.
I feel my veins pumping verve.
I know life when I see it.
I spot the carcass, the intestines and the nerves.
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Indentations
by George Anderson
Welly boot tumbling
over heather and bog
to bother brown trout,
I stumble in runrig remains
sloping to the loch.
The field outlived them
and their homes.
Did they also stalk
these butter‐flanked fish?
Do descendants now search
for cutthroat, sockeye and rainbow
on some Canadian brook?
While in the shade of Douglas fir
and Sitka spruce imported
from Oregon and Vancouver,
ragged‐finned rainbows
hunt Scottish nymphs.
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Inselberg Father
by Paul Deaton
(In the North West of Scotland lie the Inselberg or Island Mountains)
His shape abuts like the looming Inselbergs,
grey, dark and unyielding.
On good days a rose light sparks over him,
sets him off in the setting sun, ignites his upper flanks,
softens the cliffs, enlarges his own magnificence.
He carried my life before him like an erratic boulder.
This man I couldn’t fathom. He said he was
needless of love, but this did not set me free.
There is a scored grain in the terraced Torridonian rocks,
eight hundred million years old, chiselled and filed by ice.
Your shape was large, brooding, like Suiliven,
Cul Mor, Stac Pollaidh. It held its form
even in the dark of night, loomed larger,
reared over the coastal crofts
and repulsed the low Lewisian land to the lip of the sea.
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Salto Mortale
by Tracy Patrick
Inside, each one of us looks like this: a perfect symmetry of balance, a
shoulder, a wing, a beating of air. Look how he grips her hand. There is no
fear of falling. It’s what we long for; that perfect trust. This is how it should
look; graceful, effortless, as though it was always that way, as though we
were always weightless.
There is solitariness in air, but also fear; that moment, that split second
where there’s nothing to hold onto, no one. Gretel called it freedom. Her
grandmother was still swinging on the trapeze at the age of eighty‐four. She
lived on a leaf of wind.
I was always a ground bird. Even in youth, my spine remained
straight. On the swing we made at the foot of Gretel’s garden, with rope and
a skate of wood, I was too scared to bend my knees. I locked myself so tight it
was impossible to break that barrier into air.
Gretel bends her spine like the smooth stalk of a dragonfly, her arms
unfolded like two gossamer wings. I touch the photographs reverently, like
relics. In one, she dangles by an ankle, one knee folded under her like a leaf.
In another she performs revolutions between hoops; two hundred and forty‐
nine in one night, partially dislocating her shoulder with each swing, as if to
say, look, these are your possibilities, what can be removed can be replaced.
The first time Alfred appeared to the public, he was two years old. His father
balanced him in one palm, forty‐five feet above the ground. Alfred never
came down from that pedestal. Perhaps he was afraid of falling. Alfred
trusted his father. His father never failed to catch him, like the wind catches
the seed and sets it down in the earth. His father taught him how to triple
twist in mid air, while his mother looked up, her eyes shiny as two coins.
There’s a correct way to fall, Gretel once told me, of defying your own
weight; of positioning yourself so that the impact is soundless, like an apple
falls on a bed of leaves. I often walk past the driveway of that old house at
night. Every so often the curtains twitch, revealing a shadow that moves and
disappears. I think of the empty swing at the garden’s edge.
Birds fly in unison; that was how they were, Gretel and Alfred, linked
by the steel wires of their hands, foot to shoulder, wing to arm. Their bodies
were hieroglyphs, waving their banner over the ring. She fitted so beautifully
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next to him, her hair flying loose from its pins, as though all of her might
come undone.
Angels have a sense of danger. I’d never thought of that. Why else would I
be so curious? But it’s more than curiosity, it’s a need: if Gretel can lose her
symmetry then what about the rest of us?
Only small beings are lighter than air. Alfred trusted his father. His father
never talked about things that live at ground level. He soared over them. He
looked at them upside‐down, he held on with his mouth and spun till the
stars followed. He believed in the spark of an illusion.
Alfred had no limitations. But below him were those things that
ground us all, burdening us with gravity. Each night, Gretel performed a
greater leap of faith. Her gossamer wings trembled like her breath was not
her own; her spine arched, the intake of breath, the rush of air, the somersault.
Gretel had weight.
Not that Alfred was unsteady. He had muscles as powerful and fluid as
water. I was there, I saw. It was a matter of synchronicity. That split second
when there is nothing, no one to hold onto. When a bird falls out of the sky, it
is the air that fails, not the bird. Alfred was her sky. She trusted him.
He didn’t believe in safety nets. People said they’d seen him standing
on the bridge, holding an empty birdcage in one hand. But that was a lie. No
bird ever lived in that house. Debt is a weight, insurance is a weight. Her
eighty‐four year old grandmother was insured for £150,000. Gretel was
insured for double. Even angels are tempted down to earth. Alfred trusted
his father. But gravity is a heavy force. When a bird is injured, it loses the
will to live.
Occasionally, when the curtain moves, fingers put small grains on the
ledge, as if the hand could tempt a bird into its palm. I wonder if she
remembers us. There is nothing to remind her. The skull of a bird is brittle
and cracks like a shell. Once a week, now, I sit with her behind the curtains
with my photographs, my small proofs of heaven, of when she showed me it
was possible to suspend myself like an angel, high over the earth. Her breath
never makes a sound. Then, one morning, a small garden bird shook its
wings and pecked at a crumb from her still palm. It dropped into a current of
air. “Ah,” she said, her voice dry as a leaf, “Salto mortale.”
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Two Poems
by JoAnne Ruby McKay
The Garage
At the end of the world there is a garage,
beyond the garage is a skewbald angel heavy horse,
the kind gypsies keep: more valuable, so.
Inside, outside, throughout the garage is a man
indentured, pleasing fool who needs no holy water
to sanctify himself; idiot Parsifal, he is pure in heart.
He touches no one save the skewbald angel heavy horse,
whose two colours divide man’s two states so:
alive, or dead. Yet he walks between, this man,
reaching out for life like the Christ for water
to taste only vinegar on the sponge on the spear in his heart.
He sits down again, waits, alone, at the garage.
Everything he sees foretells his death, and so
the skies are vast, the road empty, a man
drowns six puppies in running water
as they cry for their dam, at the lake an old man’s heavy heart
cries for his dog whore, and still no one comes to the garage.
He climbs the gate to meet the waiting skewbald angel heavy horse.
When the devil comes sly he has the shape of a man
who drives a Leyland Daf back from the world across the water,
tempts the idiot, the pleasing idiot who is good at heart
with old technology and naked women. Death enters the garage
in a VHS format, whilst the skewbald angel heavy horse
dreams of apples and knowledge and of man’s becoming so.
For man has maybe friend, and has broken bread, shared water,
beer and chocolate biscuits with him, made a small room in his heart
for the first person who thinks him sound. Later, at the garage,
in the dark, he seeks a side of the skewbald angel heavy horse
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by sharing what men, he thinks, share, but in doing so
mistakes the age and is lost to communion; becomes a hanged man.
At the end of the world he leaves to see the garage
entered by men who will free the skewbald angel heavy horse.
The church bells ring, the Magdalene has bleached her hair, so
she will burn his feet as she falls drunk to wash them, and the man
who has taken shit all his life, now learns shame. He seeks the water,
carefully removes his socks and shoes, then gives up his heart.
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Karloff in the Chair
Nature, that hateth emptiness
Allows of penetration less.
Yet this town does make room
When greater spirits come.
What field of all of Europe’s wars,
Where his were not the deeper scars?
And Pierce shows what part
He has of wiser art,
Where, twinning mankind’s fear with hope,
He makes a face of such a scope,
That I myself might chase
The shackling makeup case:
That thence this unseen actor born
The tragic scaffold might adorn:
And use these neck’s scarred bands
And use these sewn‐on hands.
I’ll nothing common do or mean
Upon each memorable scene:
But with my keener eye
My actor’s art will try:
And call the gods with transplant spite
To vindicate his helpless right,
And bow his ugly head,
Down, death no more a bed.
This will become my first fine hour
I’ll show, in light, my darkest power.
With thanks to Andrew Marvell.
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Two Poems
by Michelle Waering
dream refugees
dream refugees carry away the strangest things
ragged dolls
a bugle‐beaded yoke unpicked from a green knitted top
scraps of old houses
they collect bundles
from war‐scattered heaps and wisps of smoke
they wander church lofts and circus tents
they meet people in lavatories
and train stations
board buses
they travel home in bits
half a spirit here
a shred of themselves there
when they wake
grafted onto them like little branches
lines from Akhmatova and Yevtushenko

In the Gardens of the Evening
In the garden, one evening before the world ended,
my mother joined plastic filigree diamonds into a border;
‘Your father promised me the world with a fence around it.
Well, at least I’ve got the fence.’
She complained about her hands, her working hands
large‐knuckled that unrolled bolts, steered scissors through cloth
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tore yardage straight across sending motes into sunlight—
chaff and threads.
The gold of her rings wore down into slender threads.
Tiny diamonds set for twenty‐five years in a border;
they should have been buried with her,
in the gentler bounds,
beyond the gardens of the evening,
when the world ends.
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Three Poems
by Tracy Patrick
Snow in the woods
I watch myself
Tramping through trees
Broken pick in my hand
In a clearing
Red drops on white innocence
A sudden wakefulness
The lamb dying
Newborn heart sinking
A communion beneath ice
Soft wool
Turns hard, unbreakable
First time I knew I could kill
It is done, I am
Nothing but a telegraph pole
Black and straight
A landing for those who prey
Too Much Salt
Shore is like a muscle, self‐trained to be
still, motionless, gold. It has no concept
of always. It does not think of victories
and defeats. The shore has spent a lifetime
watching the sea. The sea is blue and black
from beating hard against the rocks. It longs
to be victorious, ever trying
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to engulf shore. Sea does not understand
shore’s impassivity. Sea endlessly
changes; when finished roaring it subsides.
Changeability is its permanence.
Yet sea knows it will find a shore, and shore
knows sea will always return. Each carries
the memories of the other, and too much salt.
Yew Tree
You didn’t ask
to be born
but here you are
in all the mystery
of your own rebirth
shedding
the heart of you
expanding outwards
life cleaving to your
fractured trunk
sculpted
by wind and
rain, the dead
in every pillar,
rooks in branches
crowing
your name –
if trees have names?
You were old
before Noah
Speak
to me from
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the mouths
of your leaves,
teach me to wear
the rings
of endurance.
Until then
I am a child
swallowing its tongue.
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This isnʹt long enough to be a love story
by Patrick Holloway
Her hair was thick and long and covered the length of her back. Her dimples
were deep in her cheeks and when she smiled they smiled too, as did her
eyes. Green and brown like marbles, link ink mixed, still wet. She never had
braces but her teeth were as straight and clear as an open sky. She had a habit
of touching the tip of her nose before she laughed. This was the first thing he
noticed from across the bar. It reminded him of the moment before the sun
breaks from behind a cloud. She was with friends, all pretty, but she stood out
to every man in the bar because she didnʹt know she stood out to every man
in the bar.
She drank gin and tonic. She didnʹt like gin and tonic but liked the way
it sounded when she asked for one. A gin and tonic please. Like you couldnʹt
ask for a gin without a tonic or a tonic without a gin. Just like you couldnʹt
pray with just one hand. I should cut my nails, she thought. They are too long.
The bottom of his fingers bulged out beneath his nails; they were bitten
away by habit. He stood at the end of the bar, his teeth gnawing at open skin.
He ordered another tequila because he liked the taste; he liked the kick it gave
him in his throat, in his heart.
She looked up and smiled down the bar; he smiled back. He didnʹt
know if she smiled at him or just smiled for the sake of smiling. She didnʹt
know why she smiled at him and looked down and stirred her drink with her
straw, wanting to look up but afraid. He stayed looking. Her friend said
something and she touched her nose and laughed. Itʹs like the sun coming out
from behind a cloud, he thought, her laughter.
Later on in the night he saw her alone at the bar. Tight jeans in boots, a
plain white t‐shirt.
ʹCan I buy you a drink?ʹ he asked.
ʹYou can,ʹ she said and waited.
There was a moment of awkwardness that hung between them,
swaying in and out like it was dangling from a string.
ʹWhat would you like?ʹ
ʹA gin and tonic, please.ʹ She liked the way it sounded.
ʹReally?ʹ
ʹYes, really!ʹ
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ʹSorry, itʹs just I donʹt know many people who actually like gin and
tonic, thatʹs all.ʹ
ʹWell, I happen to really like gin and tonic.ʹ Meaning the way it
sounded.
They sat at the bar talking. Laughing with her finger on her nose.
A married couple who sat nearby looked at them, the woman thought
how they reminded her of themselves at that age; so in love. And maybe love
hung between them too, swinging past awkwardness like chime bells. They
stayed talking, laughing; they kissed too. Soft kisses, like a breeze in sunshine.
She told him she was a student studying philosophy, he told her he worked
for a magazine; she had one brother‐ older, he had one brother‐ younger. Her
parents were twenty‐five years married; his were divorced, he hadnʹt seen his
father in years.
ʹThatʹs terrible,ʹ she said.
ʹItʹs not so bad,ʹ he said.
She smiled and her dimples smiled and her eyes smiled and she stirred
her gin and tonic and worried about looking drunk. She had already decided
he was the most charming person she had ever met, with his foreign accent
and the way his two front teeth turned in to meet each other. His sideways
smile and eyes of just blue.
He already had several mini‐erections, moving closer to the bar to hide
the bulge. He already had sex with her in different positions in his mind.
‘I like you,’ he said.
She smiled and pushed her hair behind her ear. He kissed her bottom
lip. She smiled into the kiss. She wanted to ask him about why he moved
here, when, but she just sat on a stool in a bar kissing a stranger.
‘I’m leaving tomorrow,’ he said, ‘going back home for a while, this is
my last night here.’
She hated him at that moment; hated his frankness about it, hated the
way the statement was so loaded. It depended so much on her answer, so
instead she said,
‘I’ll have another gin and tonic, please.’ Last orders.
The bar was closing. The married couple were long gone, as were her
friends who had smiled and winked at her when leaving. They stood up. He
looked at the bar‐man and the bar‐man gave him a look to leave. Alright, he
thought, relax. The bar‐man’s face was smothered in fat. They looked at each
other with the awkwardness swelling like a sun.
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‘I would invite you back to my flat but it’s a complete state, with
clothes everywhere and suitca...’
‘We can go to mine,’ she blurted out, her throat thick with what may
happen.
They walked into the night. He held her hand and she held his like she
had held it a thousand times before. The moon was wide in the sky and she
looked up and smiled at the night.
‘It’s a full moon,’ she said.
‘Isn’t it always?’
She leaned into him, feeling more comfortable than she had ever done.
The feeling reminded her of watching TV on a Saturday morning as a child. A
blanket wrapped around her, head in hands, eyes barely blinking for fear of
missing something.
‘Will we get a taxi or can we walk it?’
‘Let’s walk.’
So they walked, or meandered down the road that was empty of
voices, empty of anything apart from them with their heavy breathing and
raced heart‐beats. She thought of her room, her student room and worried he
would find it corny. Posters and photos. Pink bed sheets and an empty DVD
shelf. He thought of fucking her from behind. He thought of the condom in
his wallet that had only lived there for a day.
‘What magazine do you work for?’
‘Worked for. I am now unemployed, I quit last week which is why I’m
going home for a while.’
‘Why did you quit?’
‘Got fired, actually, yeah, I was complete shit.’
She touched her nose.
‘Why philosophy?’
‘I don’t know, I wanted to do medicine, something solid but I chose
philosophy instead, I don’t know why.’
‘Usually it’s the other way round; people choose the more stable
option.’
‘I suppose I wanted a change.’
She thought of her parents’ response when she told them she would
study philosophy. Her dad just walked out of the room and he heard him
later talking to her mum.
‘I knew she would do something like this, you should have dismissed
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the idea before it got out of hand, now what’s she going to do, work in a
coffee shop for the rest of her life?’
Her dad still tried to convince her to drop out, that it was only a year
and she had enjoyed it but that it was time to be an adult, time to do a real
degree.
‘What did your parents think of you doing philosophy?’
‘They didn’t mind.’
He didn’t know she was lying. But anyone who knew her would have
seen how she looked away as she said it and known straight away that she
was lying.
When they reached her apartment she fumbled with her key and
turned to smile at him. Her stomach felt heavy with the thoughts sex. They
walked up the stairs, her in front with him looking at the way her ass‐cheeks
shifted, rubbing off each other as she climbed one step at a time.
‘It’s a nice place.’
‘Thank you. Do you want a drink or anything?’
‘A gin and tonic would be good.’ He said as he grabbed her by the
waist and turned her to face him.
‘You’re the most beautiful person I’ve ever met.’
‘Oh save it,’ she smiled and her eyes smiled and her dimples were
smiles in her cheeks.
They went to her bedroom with the empty shelves and the pink duvet.
She hesitated and stood back from him with her mind on fire, her body
sweating.
‘Is everything okay?’
‘Yeah, it’s just, it’s, it’s... nothing, it’s nothing.’
‘Are you a virgin?’
She couldn’t believe his frankness again and she felt unsure but she
looked at him and his lips that sideways smiled.
‘No,’ she said, looking away.
She woke up to the sound of the door closing. She got up and looked around
her room; her desk was empty, there was no note. Maybe he’s gone to get us
food, she thought, and she lay back in bed and waited for him to return.
He arrived back at his flat. He got undressed to shower, hanging his
clothes in his wardrobe and taking a towel from the bottom drawer.
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